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In our international Primary School, we aim to make each
day as enjoyable, stimulating and challenging as possible.
This is an exciting time in which to instil a love of learning
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children are at the heart of every decision we make to ensure
that they are happy, curious and confident. Our small class
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LA GARENNE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of La Garenne International School is to educate children from around the
world, in a warm family atmosphere in which we promote traditional Swiss values of
openness, responsibility, organisation, honesty, politeness and respect.
The school strives to nurture the talents of each child, meeting their individual needs and
aspirations and preparing them to be responsible global citizens.
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WELCOME TO THE PRIMARY SECTION AT LA GARENNE
In our international Primary School, we aim to make each day as enjoyable, stimulating and
challenging as possible. This is an exciting time in which to instil a love of learning that
children can carry with them throughout their lives. The children are at the heart of every
decision we make to ensure that they are happy, curious and conﬁdent. Our small class
sizes allow our teachers to tailor their high-quality lessons to suit each child’s abilities. Our
school is a secure, inclusive and caring environment where everyone is valued and
respected. We want every student to be happy to come to school each day and where
kindness is paramount.
Learning is not just conﬁned to the classroom. Here at La Garenne, set in beautiful
surroundings, our children participate in a broad range of cultural and extracurricular
activities, which complement and enrich their day to day lives.
Our school is committed to academic excellence, and through our engaging curriculum, we
ensure that children can foster a passion for learning that will help to develop high
aspirations and a lifetime of memories. We believe in ensuring that children receive a
well-rounded curriculum; where individual talents can be spotted and nurtured to ensure
that all children experience success and reach their full potential. At La Garenne Primary
School we follow the International Primary Curriculum (IPC) and the English National
Curriculum for Literacy and Numeracy.
Learning with the International Primary Curriculum means that children focus on a
combination of academic, personal and international learning that is exciting and
challenging. With over 30 nationalities represented in our school community, the IPC helps
a child to develop a sense of his or her own nationality and culture, while at the same time
developing a profound respect for the nationalities and cultures of others. Through the IPC
approach to learning, children develop the knowledge, skills and understanding necessary
to conﬁdently face the world of tomorrow.
The school fosters a very positive and caring environment, nurturing individual strengths as
well as developing in each child an understanding of their role within the school and their
future responsibility as adults in a global community.

Danielle Allard
Head of Primary School
dallard@la-garenne.ch
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THE PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES AT LA GARENNE - THE IB LEARNER
PROFILE
The aim at La Garenne Primary School is to develop internationally-minded people who
help to create a better and more peaceful world. In the Primary School, this is considered
through the IB Learner Proﬁle. We provide an educational environment where our students
with their wide range of backgrounds and abilities all aspire to develop the following
characteristics:

Inquirers
They develop their natural curiosity. They acquire the skills necessary to conduct inquiry
and research and show independence in learning. They actively enjoy learning and this
love of learning will be sustained throughout their lives.

Knowledgeable
They explore concepts, ideas and issues that have local and global signiﬁcance. In so
doing, they acquire in-depth knowledge and develop understanding across a broad and
balanced range of disciplines.

Thinkers
They exercise initiative in applying thinking skills critically and creatively to recognise and
approach complex problems, and make reasoned, ethical decisions.

Communicators
They understand and express ideas and information conﬁdently and creatively in more than
one language and in a variety of modes of communication. They work eﬀectively and
willingly in collaboration with others.

Principled
They act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness, justice and respect for
the dignity of the individual, groups and communities. They take responsibility for their own
actions and the consequences that accompany them.

Open-minded
They understand and appreciate their own cultures and personal histories, and are open to
the perspectives, values and traditions of other individuals and communities. They are
accustomed to seeking and evaluating a range of points of view, and are willing to grow
from the experience.
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Caring
They show empathy, compassion and respect towards the needs and feelings of others.
They have a personal commitment to service, and act to make a positive diﬀerence to the
lives of others and to the environment.

Risk-takers
They approach unfamiliar situations and uncertainty with courage and forethought, and
have the independence of spirit to explore new roles, ideas and strategies. They are brave
and articulate in defending their beliefs.

Balanced
They understand the importance of intellectual, physical and emotional balance to achieve
personal well-being for themselves and others.

Reﬂective
They give thoughtful consideration to their own learning and experience. They are able to
assess and understand their strengths and limitations in order to support their learning and
personal development.
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The La Garenne Curriculum Model
La Garenne has a vibrant international curriculum which best addresses the variety of
needs and interests of our students. It is carefully composed to ensure the progression of
our students throughout each of the age ranges and programmes. We oﬀer the
International Primary Curriculum, the IB Middle Years Programme, a High School Diploma
and the IB Diploma Programme.
The International Primary
Years Curriculum

The IB Middle Years
Programme

The IB Diploma
Programme
and High School
Diploma

Ages 5-11

Ages 11-16

Ages 16-18

International Mindedness
IPC Mission Statement

IB Mission Statement
Inquiry-based learning
IB Approaches to Learning:

Communication skills, Social skills, Self-management skills, Research skills, Thinking skills
Themed units of learning

Learning goals

Subject aims and objectives
Reﬂection
Formative & Summative Assessment

Exit Point

Personal Project

The Extended Essay
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THE PRIMARY CURRICULUM
Children in our Primary classes (Year 1 - Year 6) learn through the English National
Curriculum for Literacy and Numeracy, and the International Primary Curriculum (IPC) for
all other subjects.
We have specialist teachers for:
●
●
●
●
●

French
Art
Music
Physical Education
Computing

THE INTERNATIONAL PRIMARY CURRICULUM (IPC)
The International Primary Curriculum (IPC) provides opportunities for global learning –
allowing pupils and staﬀ to make links between what they do in the classroom and the
world outside. The goal is to nurture a love of learning through a combination of academic,
personal and international learning. Children develop many skills which they will need in
order conﬁdently to face the world of tomorrow.
At La Garenne we encourage active and cooperative learning. Learning is central to all we
do. Not only do our staﬀ have a responsibility to ensure that children learn and develop, but
we also encourage our children to take responsibility for their own learning.
Each IPC Unit of Work is designed around one core purpose: improving children’s learning.
These cross-curricular units are based around themes to help children make sense of the
world they live in, to nurture their personal qualities and to instil in them a sense of
international-mindedness.
The IPC Subject Learning Goals are the foundation on which the IPC was built. The
Learning Goals cover the knowledge, skills and the understanding that children will
develop. They help children to develop those qualities that will enable them to be at ease
with the continually changing context of their lives. These goals are established over time
and embedded into daily lessons, in order to be fully grasped by the children.
Knowledge

Skills

Understanding

What children will be able
to learn

What children will be able
to do

What children will
understand

Knowledge is something
that we know is a fact. It is
true. Knowledge is always
right or wrong.

A skill is something you
learn at any age and with
practice, you will get better.

To develop understanding
we need to use our
knowledge and skills in
diﬀerent ways.
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The IPC units of learning have been developed to support the ways in which children learn
best from the ages of 5-12 years. It is important that children do not just experience the
structure and process of the IPC, but also that they understand why they are learning in this
way.

There are three types of learning goals which make up the IPC curriculum: subject,
personal and international goals. Together, we believe they make for a well-rounded
curriculum.
Subject goals cover the knowledge, skills and understanding that are required in the
National Curriculum subject areas. There are subject learning goals for Science, ICT &
Computing, Technology, History, Geography, Music, Physical Education, Art and Society.
Links to writing and Maths are also planned for so that these key skills can be practised in
meaningful and relevant contexts.
Personal Learning goals are embedded in the whole of school life and children are
encouraged to use these eight goals at home and within their Boarding House.
Opportunities to experience and practise them are built into the learning tasks within each
unit of work, and during the tasks, teachers refer to the Personal Goals and how to develop
them. The Personal Goals are also celebrated during weekly assemblies and at the end of
the academic year.
International learning goals are a key focus of the IPC curriculum and international tasks
are taught within each unit of work. This is to enable all our children to develop a stronger
awareness of the world in which they live. As a school we also explore perspectives of the
‘home’ country and ‘host’ country.
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2022 - 2023 La Garenne IPC Unit Coverage
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Brainwaves

Sensational - our
senses

Brainwaves

Brainwaves

Brainwaves

Brainwaves

On Tap and
Island Life

Temples, Tombs
and Treasure

Making the News

The Great, the
Bold and the
Brave

Scavengers &
Settlers

Vanishing
Rainforests

Chocolate

Explorers and
Adventurers

Superheroes
From A to B
The Earth: Our
Home

Let's Celebrate People, Places &
Culture
The Magic
Toymaker
Hooray! Let's Go
on Holiday!

Myths and
Legends
Earth as an Island
Moving People

Space Scientists
Going Global

ENGLISH
We develop pupils’ spoken language, reading, writing and vocabulary as integral aspects
of the teaching of every subject. English is both a subject in its own right and the medium
for teaching. For pupils, understanding the language provides access to the whole
curriculum. Fluency in the English language is an essential foundation for success in school,
for communication, in public life and internationally.
Spoken language
Children are taught to speak clearly and convey ideas conﬁdently using Standard English.
They learn to justify their ideas and reasons, ask questions to check understanding,
develop vocabulary and build knowledge, negotiate, evaluate and build on the ideas of
others, and select the appropriate register for eﬀective communication. They are taught to
give well-structured descriptions and explanations and develop their understanding
through speculating, hypothesising and exploring ideas. This enables them to clarify their
thinking as well as organise their ideas in writing.
Reading
The programme of study for reading at key stage 1 and 2 consists of:
● word reading
● comprehension (listening and reading)
Children are taught to read ﬂuently, understand extended prose (ﬁction and non-ﬁction) and
are encouraged to read for pleasure. We have a library and the children are encouraged to
read every evening. Across the weekly timetable, children enjoy a range of guided reading
books from our Origins Project X Oxford and Usborne reading schemes.
Phonics
Phonics teaches children to read quickly and skilfully, promoting skilled word reading and
comprehension. Children at La Garenne follow a structured and rigorous phonics
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programme based on ‘Letters and Sounds’. They are placed in diﬀerentiated levels
depending on their abilities and their phonics work is reinforced during Literacy lessons
and throughout the curriculum. Children are taught how to:
● recognise the sounds that each individual letter makes;
● identify the sounds that diﬀerent combinations of letters make - such as /sh/ or /oo/;
and
● blend these sounds from left to right to make a word.
Children can then use this knowledge to ‘decode’ new words that they hear or see. This is
the ﬁrst important step in learning to read. Research shows that when phonics is taught in a
structured way – starting with the easiest sounds and progressing through to the most
complex – it is the most eﬀective way of teaching young children to read.
Writing
The programme of study for writing at key stages 1 and 2 is constructed similarly to that for
reading:
- transcription (spelling and handwriting)
- composition (articulating ideas and structuring them in speech and writing, and
planning, revising and evaluating their writing).
Children are taught to develop the stamina and skills to write at length, with accurate
spelling, punctuation and grammar. Their writing includes narratives, explanations,
descriptions, comparisons, summaries and evaluations. We encourage children to
recognise the importance of writing as a means of communication and a way of expressing
their ideas or views. We hope that the children will take pleasure and pride in writing in a
range of genres.
Spelling, vocabulary, grammar and punctuation
Throughout the programmes of study, children are taught the vocabulary they need to
discuss their reading, writing and spoken language. It is important that they learn the
correct grammatical terms in English. Pupils’ acquisition and command of vocabulary are
key to their learning and progress across the whole curriculum.
Every week the children concentrate on these four elements:
VCOP

-

V = Vocabulary: selecting exciting, challenging and varied words and phrases to
use in their writing.
C = Connectives: using a range of words and phrases which connect and
extend ideas.
O = Openers: how to start a story or sentence to interest and excite the reader.
P = Punctuation: using diﬀerent kinds of punctuation to add to the story and
help it evolve e.g. - (dash) and … (ellipsis)
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Literacy Coverage
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Stories with
familiar settings

Stories about
feelings

Stories with
familiar settings

Fiction Midsummer
Dream

Fantasy Fiction How to Train your
Dragon

Signiﬁcant
authors

Instructions and
explanations

Travel Writing Blogs and
Reports

Labels, lists, signs
& posters
Letters

Traditional Tales
from other
cultures

Recounts

Humorous stories

Songs and
repetition poems

Labels, lists, signs
& posters

Poems about the
senses

Information Texts

Traditional Tales
Fairy Stories
Instructions
Performance
Poetry
Stories involving
Fantasy
Information Texts
Poems about
animals

Instructions and
lists
Letters and
books
List Poems
Poems with an
element of
fantasy and
humour
Poems to say
aloud

A study of a poet
- Benjamin
Zephaniah
Letters
Stories with an
element of
fantasy
Non-Chronologic
al Reports
Humorous
poems

Poetic language animals and
weather
Classic Fiction Fantastic Mr Fox
Reports
Poems to
express Emotion
Information Text

Fiction, Legends Robin Hood

Poetic Forms Shape Poems

Persuasive
writing

Modern Fiction The Hodgeheg

Poems on a
theme: Monsters

`I like this Poem`
- Anthologies

Tales from other
cultures
Stories with
ﬂashbacks
Recounts

Classic Fiction Charlotte's Web

Reports and
journalistic
writing

UFOs and Aliens
- Recounts

Instructions and
explanations

Poems on a
Theme - Poetry
Science

Persuasive
writing
Choral and
performance
poems

Stories with
Humour Billionaire Boy/Mr
Stink

Classic poetry

Persuasion and
Argument

Poet study –
Emily Dickinson

Poems on a
THeme:
Aspirations and
Dreams

FRENCH
While the main language of learning is English, the school aims to help all our students
develop a mastery of the French language. We make the most of our francophone
environment which gives students great opportunities to use their language skills in the
real world. Our French teachers are all mother-tongue French speakers and many other
members of staﬀ are highly proﬁcient in French.
Students have four lessons of French per week. This is taught at three levels,
corresponding to the children’s level of proﬁciency in the language. The students are
prepared for oﬃcial French language DELF examinations. We also have programmes for
native French speaking students.
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MATHEMATICS
Mathematics is one of the core curriculum subjects and is taught daily at La Garenne. It
equips pupils with a powerful set of tools to understand and change the world. These tools
include logical reasoning, problem solving and the ability to think in abstract ways. It is
integral to all aspects of life and with this in mind we endeavour to ensure that children
develop an enthusiastic attitude towards mathematics for the duration of their education
and beyond.
Our approach to teaching mathematics includes:
●
●
●

Dedicated Mathematics lessons every day
Direct teaching and interactive oral work with the whole class and groups
An emphasis on mental calculation

At La Garenne, children’s individual needs are taken into account and work is diﬀerentiated
to provide them with a challenging yet achievable learning experience. Children who are
advanced in Mathematics are given extension activities and challenging learning objectives
to follow. Children who need help are supported to reach their learning objectives.
Mathematics is an interconnected subject in which pupils need to be able to move ﬂuently
between representations of mathematical ideas. The programmes of study are organised
into the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Number – Number and Place Value
Number – Addition and Subtraction
Number – Multiplication and Division
Number – Fractions (Yr 4 including Decimals, Yr 5 & 6 including Decimals and
Percentages)
Measurement – Time, Mass, Length, Perimeter and Area, Money, Volume and
Capacity
Geometry – Property of Shapes
Geometry – Position and Direction
Statistics (Yr 2 onwards)

During Key Stage 1, we ensure that pupils develop conﬁdence and mental ﬂuency with
whole numbers, counting and place value. This involves working with numbers, words and
the four main operations. Pupils should develop their ability to recognise, describe, draw,
compare and sort diﬀerent shapes and use the related vocabulary.
The principal focus of Mathematics in lower Key Stage 2 is to ensure that pupils become
increasingly ﬂuent with whole numbers and the four operations, including number facts and
the concept of place value. The pupils will develop their ability to solve a range of
problems, including with simple fractions and decimal place value. They will also be taught
how to analyse shapes and their properties, and conﬁdently describe the relationships
between them.
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In upper Key Stage 2, the pupils extend their understanding of the number system and
place value to include larger integers, developing the connections between multiplication
and division with fractions, decimals, percentages and ratio. They will develop their ability
to solve a wider range of problems, including increasingly complex properties of numbers
and arithmetic, and problems demanding eﬃcient written and mental methods of
calculation. Pupils are introduced to the language of algebra.
The use of practical equipment is integral to the learning of all children. The National
Curriculum for Mathematics describes what must be taught in each Key Stage. At La
Garenne, we follow the New Collins Primary Maths Scheme, which provides detailed
guidance for implementing the subject eﬀectively as well as ensuring continuity and
progress in the teaching of mathematics. Teachers use the scheme to facilitate their weekly
maths planning.
Education City
La Garenne subscribes to the online educational resource, Education City. Children from
years 1 to 6 have login details to access it from both home and school. Teachers set work
for individual pupils in school.
Doodle
Every child has their own personal access to both DoodleMaths and DoodleTables.
DoodleMaths explores numerical reasoning and problem solving, giving children skills they
can use both in the classroom and beyond. DoodleTables helps children to understand the
relationships between numbers, enabling them to truly master their times tables.

SCIENCE
We believe that teaching and learning in Science should stimulate and excite children's
curiosity about the world they live in. Science is taught following the English National
Curriculum programme of study and through our creative topic-based International Primary
Curriculum. We provide children with ﬁrst-hand experiences in order to develop enquiring
minds, learning how to question and talk about Science using the appropriate vocabulary.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Working
Scientiﬁcally

Working
Scientiﬁcally

Working
Scientiﬁcally

Working
Scientiﬁcally

Working
Scientiﬁcally

Working
Scientiﬁcally

The Senses

Animals including
Humans

Living Things &
Habitats

Animals including
Humans

Living Things &
Habitats

Living Things &
Habitats

Materials

Materials

Plants

Rocks

Sound - Listen
Up!

Animals including
Humans

Evolution and
inheritance

Living Things &
Habitats

Plants

Living Things &
Habitats

Earth & Space

Animals including
Humans

Light, Dark &
Shadows
Materials Brilliant Builders,
comparing
properties

Electricity

Forces

Light
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The Weather
Plants and
Animals

Properties and
change of
materials

Electricity

PSHE (Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education)
At La Garenne School, we aim to promote healthy living, independence and responsibility.
PSHE is a planned programme of learning through which children and young people
acquire the knowledge, understanding and skills to manage their lives successfully, now
and in the future. PSHE helps pupils develop the qualities and attributes they need to thrive
as individuals, family members and members of society.
The Primary section uses the Jigsaw PSHE programme. Designed as a whole school
approach, all year groups work on the same theme (Puzzle) at the same time at their own
level. There are six Puzzles (half-term units of work) and each year group is taught one
lesson per week. All lessons are delivered in an age- and stage-appropriate way so that
they meet children’s needs.
Jigsaw embodies a positive philosophy and creative teaching and learning activities to
nurture children’s development as compassionate and well-rounded human beings, as well
as building their capacity to learn. The idea is to build resilience, skills, knowledge, and
connections that help children manage their relationships, and their physical and mental
health.
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The diﬀerent puzzle pieces are:

COMPUTING
Computers are an integral part of everyday life. For most of us, technology is essential at
home and at work. We teach ‘Computational thinking’ - a problem solving process which
enables our children to participate eﬀectively in the digital world. Our students study
computing to gain an understanding of computational systems of all kinds, whether or not
they include computers. Computational thinking provides insights into many areas of the
curriculum, and inﬂuences work at the cutting edge of a wide range of disciplines.
All three aspects of the Computing curriculum are taught at La Garenne: computer science
(CS), information technology (IT) and digital literacy (DL). Computing is taught by a specialist
teacher once a week and computers are used daily by the students during lessons. All
students must have a Mac laptop with them everyday.
Primary Computing Overview: School Year 2022-2023

Years
1&2

General
Computer Skills

Programmi
ng Toys Beebot

Word
Processing
(docs)
Skills

Using and
Applying/
Computati
onal
Thinking

Presentati
on (Slides)
Skills

Online
Safety
Using the
Internet

Computer
Art and
Drawing
Programmin
g with
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Scratch Jr
Touch Typing Skills
General
Computer Skills
Revision
Years
3&4

Word
Processing
(docs) and start
of Presentation
(Slides) Skills

Programmi
ng with
Logo and
Beebots

Internet
Research,
Communic
ationand
Online
Safety

Using and
Applying/
Computati
onal
Thinking

Programmi
ng with
Scratch
Scratch
Questions
and
quizzes

Drawing
with
Google
Draw
Presentati
on Skills
and
Animation

Google
Jamboard
and Web
page
design

Touch Typing Skills
General
Computer Skills
Revision
Years
5&6

Internet Web
Page Design
(Sites), Emails
(Organisation)

Programmi
ng with
Logo,
Beebots

Online
Safety and
Internet
Research
Skills/Histo
ry of
Computers

Using and
Applying/
Computati
onal
Thinking

Spreadshe
etsData
collection

Collect,
edit and
present
Audio and
Visual data

Recap of
year’s
topics.

Scratch
Programmi
ng

Data
collection

Film-makin
g

Citing
informatio
n (cite this
for me)
Touch Typing Skills

SPORT
Sport or Physical Education (PE) provides varied experiences to develop coordination,
hand/eye skills, and body awareness. Children participate in individual and team sports.
The sports programme focuses on body control, gross motor skills, spatial awareness,
physical challenges, initiative exercises, movement to music, gymnastics, swimming, games
and skiing. Children are instilled with an awareness of the beneﬁts of physical activities
leading to personal well-being and good health.

DRAMA
La Garenne Drama Club has a long and successful history. The club gives the children the
opportunity to develop their self-conﬁdence and performance skills such as dancing,
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singing and acting. Activities include role-play, games, improvisation, group discussions and
individual or paired work. Drama provides opportunities for the children to hone
cooperation skills, enhance their mental concentration, nurture their imagination and grow
in conﬁdence. The children work together to prepare a Christmas and End of Year
performance for parents, showcasing their singing, dancing and acting talents.

ART
During Art lessons, children are encouraged to use their creative minds and interpret their
ideas through a wide variety of materials and mediums. By exploring the visual, tactile and
other sensory qualities of these materials they develop their creativity and imagination.
Children are encouraged to be expressive and creative by studying Art in the community,
from diﬀerent cultures, artists, genres and through their own experience. By beginning to
understand colour, shape, pattern and texture, they can then use them to represent their
ideas and feelings. We also encourage creative Arts and Crafts projects carried out
according to a prescribed set of instructions or rules, guiding the children to develop their
knowledge of line, shape, form, colour, tone, pattern and rhythm. In Art at La Garenne we
have no mistakes, only wonderful individual masterpieces.
We also run an Art Club, where the children enjoy a variety of diﬀerent activities including
designing, making and building the set for the End of Year Show, seasonal crafts, and
needlework projects, to name but a few.
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MUSIC
Children are encouraged to express their creativity through regular singing, composing and
performing. They have opportunities to learn an instrument outside of the classroom
alongside class music tuition. The children experiment with recording software to create
their own pieces of music, as well as working in groups and as a whole class, to make short
video clips produced by our specialist teacher. Music teaching follows the International
Primary Curriculum (IPC).

ASSESSMENT IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Assessment plays a key role at La Garenne, helping the students understand themselves as
learners. A range of assessment techniques are used to provide valuable feedback to the
students on their own learning. These techniques also provide feedback to the teacher,
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allowing them to diﬀerentiate their instruction according to the needs within the class and
to inform their planning.
We place an emphasis on ensuring that our students acquire the skills to become life-long
learners. Empowering them to strive to be the best they can be and helping them to gain a
clear understanding of their individual targets and personal goals is imperative. Self- and
peer-assessment allows students to begin to take personal responsibility for their learning,
to reﬂect on their own learning and identify areas of strength and need for development.
Eﬀective assessment for learning happens all the time in the classroom. It involves sharing
learning goals with pupils, helping them know and recognise the standards to aim for and
providing feedback to help them identify how to improve. It is rooted in the belief that every
pupil can progress.
Formative Assessment
The IPC Assessment for Learning (AfL) programme focuses attention on children’s learning
and their next steps. AfL engages the child in their personal learning journey. Empowering
the learner has far-reaching beneﬁts, keeping the child at the centre of learning. Reﬂective
practices and self-awareness oﬀer students the chance to set their own personal goals and
be advocates for their own learning.
The IPC AfL programme supports teachers and children in assessing their progress with
key skills from the IPC Learning Goals.
It provides:
● speciﬁc skills assessment for Mileposts 1, 2 and 3
● a system that provides learning advice
● a rubric (success criteria) for teachers and children
● tracking through beginning, developing and mastering
Teachers’ rubrics: these are essentially success criteria. They help teachers observe and
record the stage at which children are learning in terms of ‘beginning’, ‘developing’ and
‘mastering’ (across the diﬀerent mileposts).
Children’s rubrics: child-friendly versions of the above, in age-appropriate language, for
children to use when self- and peer-assessing.
Learning advice: speciﬁc learning activities and advice which can be used in class and
shared with parents, that helps children to move from one stage to the next. This forms the
ﬁnal part of the feedback loop – feeding forwards to next steps and improvements in
learning.
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“Formative assessment is intended to inform teaching and learning. There is no intrinsic
value in recording formative assessment; what matters is that it is acted on.” Primary
Assessment Commission Report, Sept 2015
At La Garenne, formative assessment is a continuous process and part of the teaching and
learning cycle. The purpose is to inform teachers of what children have learned and identify
gaps in their knowledge, to inform future planning. All assessments should be sensitive,
constructive and foster motivation. Children should be active partners in the process,
understanding what they need to do to improve.
The most common forms of formative assessment used at La Garenne are:
● Questions and answers in class to evaluate pupil understanding and identify gaps
or misconceptions
● Observing children at work and intervening where appropriate
● Quick-ﬁre quizzes or recall of facts (at the start of the lesson to assess prior
knowledge or in the plenary to assess learning during the lesson), with answers on
a white board shown to the teacher
● Mini plenaries to determine understanding at regular intervals.
● ‘What I know / want to ﬁnd out’ which are used at the beginning of many new units
and revisited at the end.
● The Knowledge Harvest and Exit Points.
● Marking which may range from scanning of work through to in-depth marking with
responses required from the children
● Recording assessment against objectives taught within each curriculum area
● Self- and/or peer-assessment based on individual learning objectives and Success
Criteria
● 1:1 or group discussions with pupils
● Next step / Targets marking and feedback
Weekly pupil progress meetings take place in which the progress of the whole class,
vulnerable groups and individuals are discussed and reviewed, and actions agreed.
Summative Assessment
Upon entry to La Garenne all students undertake a baseline assessment (InCAS) which
informs us as to existing levels in the core subjects and also of learning aptitudes and
targets. This assessment is then taken annually in the September of subsequent academic
years. For children joining La Garenne mid-year, the baseline assessment is undertaken
within the ﬁrst two weeks at school. Along with the regular formative assessments, these
help us to ensure that our students are making appropriate progress according to
individual capabilities.
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Throughout the year the children in all year groups undertake summative assessments in
English (Reading, Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling) and Maths using the Rising Stars or
Collins assessments.
●
●

●
●

All Primary children are given a baseline spelling and phonics test.
At the beginning of the year or when a new child arrives, we assess the basic
reading age using formal reading tests that consider reading ﬂuency and
comprehension. Each child's Reading Comprehension is assessed every term, using
age-appropriate Rising Stars Assessments.
Students in each class are required to produce a piece of unaided writing four times
a year which is then assessed using Writing rubrics.
For Mathematics, common assessments for each area of study are provided
through the Collins ‘Busy Ant’ End of Unit Assessments.

Students are assessed continuously during units of study. This allows both the teacher and
student to track their developing understandings, and enables teachers to provide
additional targeted support or extension as required. Teacher feedback on the completed
summative assessment tasks highlights students’ areas of growth and areas where they
can continue to develop.

REPORTING PROGRESS
Written Reports
New parents receive an integration report after two weeks followed by a detailed report in
October. Academic and boarding reports for all students are issued at the end of each term
with half-term Reports in February and May. Parents are provided with a login to the Parent
Portal from where they can access the reports. School reports document student learning
(areas of growth) and identify areas requiring focus (areas for development) in line with La
Garenne`s philosophy of assessment.
Student Teacher Conference
Parent teacher conferences promote an open dialogue between parent and teacher as to
the student’s strengths and areas for development. These take place at the end of each
term, either online or in person.
Learning Showcase
Twice a year students formally showcase their learning. This showcase is shared with
parents and provides a further way to demonstrate student learning in relation to speciﬁc
areas of work studied.
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Attainment
Beginning

I
am
working
towards
expectations with support

meeting

Developing

I
am
working
towards
expectations independently

meeting

Meeting

I am meeting expectations independently

Exceeding

I am exceeding expectations and taking
independent initiative to extend my
learning.

Eﬀort
The students will be evaluated and assigned one of the following, relating to their level
of application during the term:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

The teachers will make a judgement thinking about the following criteria:
● Being on time
● Completing work on time
● Joining in/participation
● Showing respect
● Eﬀort put into the task
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Home Learning

Class

Guidelines for homework

Year 1 & 2

Students receive homework each weekend (shared reading and
additional tasks where appropriate).
In addition, all students should be reading each night, individually
or to an adult.
Approximately 15-30 minutes in total.

Year 3 & 4

Students receive homework each weekend (Individual/shared
reading and set subjects of spelling, mathematics, language or
project work).
In addition, all students should be reading each night, individually
or to an adult.
Approximately 30 minutes in total.

Years 5 & 6

Students have two set homework periods per week and an
additional period of homework at the weekend. The homework
sessions during the week take place at the end of the day in
school, supervised by the class teacher.
(Individual reading and set subjects of spelling, maths, language,
project work, learning how to touch type or French).
In addition, all students should be reading each night, individually
or to an adult.
Approximately 45 minutes per session, 1 hour at the weekend.

Cambridge Exams
The Cambridge English for Schools exams are designed to make learning English fun and
motivating for learners. Covering reading, writing, listening and speaking, the exams can
help your child:
●
●
●
●
●

Improve in English and get better grades
Understand books, television, ﬁlms, songs and the internet in English
Travel and make friends around the world
Study at university or college, at home or in another country
Have a career using English in their own country or abroad
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La Garenne students are assessed on arrival and placed in a class suitable for their level of
English. The courses are integrated into the regular English programme and students work
towards gaining a qualiﬁcation at the end of the year. Cambridge Examinations are
recognised by schools, universities and employers across the world.

REWARDS AND SANCTIONS
Rewards
There are four formal methods of recognition of positive behaviour and work:
●

●
●
●

Students are awarded ClassDojo Points in recognition of excellence, whether
academic or behavioural. Students with the highest number of points at the end of
each term receive an award.
Excellent work or achievements are recognised in the weekly assembly.
At the end of each academic year, two students from each year group are awarded
a prize for eﬀort and progress respectively.
At the end of each academic year, one student who has excelled across all three
terms is named as the La Garenne Student of the Year.

Sanctions
We pride ourselves on our levels of excellent behaviour at La Garenne and believe that
positive and consistent behaviour management is crucial to the School’s success.

1. A child may have to take Time Out within their own classroom to sit at a quiet
workspace which will enable them to reﬂect on their choices, possibly complete
work and then rejoin the class after a short time.
2. A child may be sent for Time Out to work in another class.
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3. Where a child has failed to complete enough work or complete it to an adequate
standard, they may have to remain in class to ﬁnish or repeat the task during the
morning break session.
4. A child persistently making the wrong choices may be referred to the Head of
Primary, who will discuss their choices and the consequences.
5. A meeting may be arranged with parents, staﬀ and the pupil to discuss their
behaviour, choices and consequences and to put into place a plan to help to
support them if this is required. This may be in the form of a Behaviour Support Plan
with targets speciﬁcally designed to meet the needs of the child and help them to
make the right choices.
6. The involvement, where appropriate, of the Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator
(SENCO).
The use of sanctions will be in line with the La Garenne Behaviour Policy but may vary
depending on the context including the age, understanding and needs of the child
concerned and the severity and/or frequency of an incident. Staﬀ use their professional
judgement in determining the best course of action, which may result in a diﬀerent range of
actions, or a diﬀerent order for the steps taken than those indicated in the Policy.

English as an Additional Language
We aim to deliver the very best opportunities for all learners, including children whose ﬁrst
language is not English. Students are taught the full curriculum in mainstream classes, with
immersion being the primary model to develop language acquisition. This means that all
students have full and equal access to the whole curriculum. Our experienced classroom
practitioners provide a supportive and purposeful learning environment, focused on
developing English language skills. It is recognised that all teachers at La Garenne Primary
School are ‘EAL teachers’ and the inclusion of language acquisition strategies is paramount
to teaching and learning across the school.

Learning Support
We pride ourselves on being able to support the individual needs of all students including
those with mild to moderate learning needs as well as gifted students through ‘Quality First’
teaching. Classroom teachers are sensitive to individual students’ needs and work closely
with the Learning Support specialist to identify, support and monitor children who require
additional support or extension and challenge. The aim is to enable students to become
independent learners and enhance their self-esteem and self-image.
The Learning Support Coordinator assesses and screens all children on entry into the
school using standardised, approved tests that focus on visual/auditory memory, verbal/non
verbal reasoning, phonic skills and spelling. Following this, a child may be included in
short-term intervention groups or 1:1, focus on areas of need (reading, spelling, handwriting,
numeracy, study skills, visual or auditory memory). We use CoPS and LASS testing within
the Primary Section of La Garenne.
Learning Support may be once or twice a week or more, and may last half a term or longer.
A Gifted and Talented programme is available to children who have been identiﬁed through
the assessment process. The Learning Support department works closely with classroom
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teachers to develop Study Skills, including each child undertaking an annual Personal
Project. Learning Support is an inclusive policy in La Garenne, as it is open to all children for
them to develop areas of weakness.
An Individual Educational Plan (IEP) is created for each child receiving support from the
Learning Support teacher. Parents are informed of these plans and are asked to be
involved in the process. The student also takes part in the planning of the IEP. Parental
permission is always sought before any student receives learning support. If external
interventions are required, or one-to-one support, additional fees may be charged.

TIMETABLES
The Primary school day is divided into 45 minute lessons, such as in this example
timetable:

Outdoor Education
La Garenne International school's Outdoor Education programme allows us to take
advantage of our beautiful Alpine environment and provides opportunities for our students
to connect their outdoor learning to their curriculum. The program plays an important role
in developing pupils’ independence, teamwork, ability to face challenges, ability to work
cooperatively, empathy for others and general leadership attributes. This is achieved
through year group expeditions, an exciting and varied weekend outdoor education
program, forest class days and integrating cross-curricular links to academic subjects.
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We aim to use the outdoors to enrich our academic learning, to raise environmental
awareness, and to help students become responsible members of our local, national, and
international communities. Primary students are expected to take part in an organised
expedition once a term with links to their curriculum. The dates for the Overnight
Expeditions (often at the weekend) are on our School Calendar.

Houses
La Garenne students are divided into four 'Houses' (Green Bouquetin, Blue Cerf, Yellow
Lynx & Orange Buse). Houses compete with one another at sports, charity drives and in
other ways, providing a focus for group loyalty. House points for behaviour and academic
achievement are totalled up for comparison between Houses. The Houses compete in
inter-house events with points contributing to the award of the House Cup at the end of the
year. Once a pupil has been allocated to a House they stay with that House as they move
up through the year groups.
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Extra-Curricular Activities
To complement the academic programme, we oﬀer a wide range of activities after school
(4:30 - 18:00) which aim to nurture our students’ passions. We ensure that they are
child-centred, inclusive, and focused on the acquisition of skills and learning outcomes. Day
students are collected from the school campus at 18:00. Students are asked which ECA
they would like to sign up to at the beginning of each term and parents are contacted by
the school to ensure permission is granted.

Private Lessons
Our private lessons programme provides one-to-one tuition in a variety of subjects.
Whether a student wishes to overcome their diﬃculties in a speciﬁc subject or to develop
their skills in a certain area, private lessons provide personalised assistance that takes into
account their speciﬁc needs and objectives.
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